Blockade of OX40/OX40L pathway combined with ethylene-carbodiimide-fixed donor splenocytes induces donor-specific allograft tolerance in presensitized recipients
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Background: Memory T cells (Tms) are the major barrier preventing long-term allograft survival in presensitized transplant recipients. The OX40/OX40L pathway is important in the induction and maintenance of Tms.

Methods: In this study, we added anti-OX40L mAb to ethylene-carbodiimide-fixed donor splenocytes (ECDI-SPs)—a method which is effective in inducing allograft tolerance in non-presensitized mouse heart transplant model. Recipient mice received heart transplantation after 6 weeks of donor skin presensitization and were treated with anti-OX40L mAb, ECDI-SPs or anti-OX40L mAb + ECDI-SPs, respectively.

Results: Our data showed that the combination of ECDI-SPs and anti-OX40L mAb induced donor-specific tolerance in skin-presensitized heart transplant recipients, with the mechanism for this being associated with suppression of Tms and upregulation of CD4+CD25+Foxp3+ T regulatory cells (Tregs). Importantly, CD25+ T-cell depletion in the combined therapy-treated recipients broke the establishment of allograft tolerance, whereas adoptive transfer of presensitization-derived T cells into tolerant recipients suppressed Tregs expansion and abolished established tolerance.

Conclusions: Blockade of OX40/OX40L pathway in combination with ECDI-SPs appears to modulate the Tms/Tregs imbalance so as to create a protective milieu and induce graft tolerance in presensitized recipients.
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Introduction

Transplant recipients can develop alloreactive memory T cells (Tms) after exposure to alloantigen from previous transplantations, pregnancies, blood transfusions, and by continuous exposure to bacteria or viruses (1). Tms mediate acute and chronic graft rejection and impede induction of transplant tolerance in both primary and secondary transplants (2). Previous studies have demonstrated that blocking CD28 and CD40/CD154 costimulatory pathway is effective in promoting allograft survival in naïve recipients,
but these strategies were ineffective in those primed with donor-specific antigen (3,4).

The OX40/OX40L costimulatory pathway is a member of the tumor necrosis receptor superfamily (TNFR) (5-7). OX40 is expressed on activated T cells (8,9), while OX40L is expressed in dendritic cells (DCs), B cells, vascular endothelial cells, and activated T cells (10-12). Interactions of OX40 and OX40L between T cells and APCs mediate T-cell activation (10,11), clonal expansion, and cytokine production (5,13), whereas OX40-OX40L interactions between T cells are involved in late T-cell proliferation and prolonging T cell survival (14,15). In addition, OX40/ OX40L pathway plays a critical role in the generation of Tms when other costimulatory pathways are blocked (16-18). OX40 has been found to be expressed in T regulatory cells (Tregs), while OX40/OX40L pathway has been identified to hinder Tregs induction and function (7,19,20).

Targeting the OX40/OX40L pathway, specifically memory cells, has proven to be a promising approach and could be therapeutically important for organ transplantation. However, although the blockade of OX40/OX40L pathway markedly prevents Tms, thus far this method has only been able to temporarily extend the survival of grafts in presensitized recipients (21). Given this, using a combination of anti-OX40L mAb and other protocols is suggested for prolonging graft survival in presensitized recipients (21). Recently, studies have revealed that intravenous infusion of ethylene-carbodiimide-fixed donor splenocytes (ECDI-SPs) can therapeutically induce antigen-specific tolerance in vivo (22,23). The infusion of ECDI-SPs has recently been shown to induce donor-specific tolerance in mouse islet cells and heart transplant models (24,25), and prolong mouse vascularized skin allograft survival (26). Base on the findings above, we speculated that blocking the OX40/OX40L pathway would prevent the functions of Tms and help to induce Tregs, so as to strengthen the tolerogenic function of ECDI-SPs. In this study, by using a skin-presensitized heart transplant mouse model, we aimed to verify if OX40/OX40L pathway combined with ECDI-SPs treatment could induce donor-specific transplant tolerance in presensitized recipients.

**Methods**

**Animals**

Male BALB/c, C57B/6, and C3H mice (6–8 weeks old) purchased from the Experimental Animal Center of Sun Yat-sen University were used as donors, recipients and, third-party donor controls, respectively. All animals were housed and bred in a pathogen-free facility which was provided by the Experimental Animal Center of Guangzhou Medical University. All animal experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Guangzhou Medical University and conformed to the Institutional Guidelines of Guangdong Province.

**Skin presensitization and cardiac transplantation**

Full-thickness BALB/c mice (donor) trunk skin tissues (square pieces, 1 cm × 1 cm) were engrafted onto the lumbar region of C57B/6 mice (recipients). Six weeks after primary skin-presensitization, BALB/c hearts were acquired and transplanted into abdomens of C57B/6 recipients as previously described (27). Graft survival was monitored daily by direct abdominal palpation of heart beating. Rejection was defined as the complete loss of palpable heart beating and considered as the ending event. Recipients were followed up to the day when an ending event occurred, or for 100 days if recipients survived for more than 100 days.

**Preparation of ECDI-SPs and anti-OX40L mAb administration**

ECDI-fixed donor splenocytes were prepared as previously described (28). Splenocytes harvested from donor (BALB/c) mice were incubated with ECDI (150 mg/mL per 3.2×10⁸ cells; Sigma, USA) on ice for 1 hour. After washing and cell counting, a total of 1×10⁸ ECDI-SPs in 200 μL PBS were injected intravenously through the penile dorsal vein on day −7, 0, 7, and 14 in relation to the day of heart transplantation. Anti-OX40L mAb (BioXcell, USA) was injected intraperitoneally (0.5 mg per mouse) on days 0–10. Isotype-matched rat immunoglobulin G (IgG) (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was used as the control (0.5 mg, days 0–10).

**Experimental groups**

To test the effect of anti-OX40L mAb combined with ECDI-SPs, skin-presensitized heart allograft recipient mice were randomly assigned (n=5–6) as follows: Group 1, untreated; Group 2, treated with ECDI-SPs; Group 3, treated with anti-OX40L mAb; Group 4, received combined therapy of ECDI-SPs and anti-OX40L mAb; Group 5, treated with isotype control IgG; Group 6, treated...
with isotype control IgG in combination with ECDI-SPs.

**Flow cytometry analysis**

Phenotypic analysis of CD4+CD44+ and CD8+CD44+ Tms and identification of CD4+CD25+Foxp3+ Tregs were analyzed by flow cytometry (29). Splenocytes isolated from recipients were stained with anti-mouse CD4-FITC, CD8a-PE-Cy7, CD25-PE, CD44-BV421, and Foxp3-Alexa Fluor 647 according to the manufacturer's instructions. Cell samples were acquired using a Beckman flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter, USA) and were analyzed using Flowjo 7.6 software. Appropriate isotype-matched IgG was used as the control. All of the flow cytometry Abs were purchased from BD Biosciences unless otherwise indicated.

Circulating anti-donor IgG and IgM antibodies were measured by flow cytometry as previously described (30). Briefly, thymocytes harvested from donor thymus were blocked with Fc blocker (1 μL per 5×10^5 cells; BD Biosciences) and incubated with recipient plasma (1:4 dilution) on ice for 1 hour. After washing twice, cells were stained with anti-mouse IgG-APC (BD Biosciences) and IgM-PE (BD Biosciences) and analyzed by flow cytometer. Negative control thymocytes were incubated with naïve mouse plasma.

**Mixed lymphocyte reactions (MLRs)**

Donor (BALB/c) CD3+ T cells (CD3-positive selection; Miltenyi Biotec, Germany) acquired from spleens were treated with carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl amino ester (CFSE, 0.5 mg/mL; Sigma-Aldrich), seeded (1×10^6/well) in triplicate and used as responders. Recipient (C57B/6) splenic CD11c+ dendritic cells (DCs, Miltenyi Biotec, Germany) were treated with mitomycin C (50 μg/mL; Sigma-Aldrich), seeded as 2.5×10^4/well, and used as stimulators. After coincubation for 96 hours, cells were harvested and T-cell proliferation was quantitatively detected by CFSE dilution using flow cytometry.

**Cytokine assay**

Recipient serum samples at different post-transplant time points and culture supernatants from MLRs were obtained. Quantitative analysis of inflammatory cytokines (IFN-γ and IL-6) levels was conducted using ELISA kits (Neobioscience, Shenzhen, China) according to the manufacturer's instructions.

**CD25+ cell depletion**

To investigate whether Tregs play a determinant role in tolerant induction, depletion of CD25+ cells was performed by using anti-CD25 mAb. Presensitized cardiac transplant mice treated with anti-OX40L mAb and ECDI-SPs were injected with 0.5 mg/mouse of rat anti-mouse CD25 mAb (BioXcell, USA) intraperitoneally on days −2, 0, and 2. Rat IgG1 (0.5 mg/mouse; Sigma-Aldrich) injections into the same group of recipients on similar time points served as isotype-matched controls. After CD25+ cell depletion, CD4+CD25+Foxp3+ Tregs frequencies were analyzed by flow cytometry.

**Adoptive transfer of purified T cells**

CD3+ T cells were acquired (CD3-positive selection; Miltenyi Biotec, Germany) from primed C57B/6 mice 6 weeks after presensitization by either BALB/c or C3H skin transplantation. These CD3+ T cells (5×10^6; >97% purity) were injected intravenously through the penile dorsal vein into tolerogenic recipients treated by ECDI-SPs combined with anti-OX40L mAb on post operation day (POD) 30 or POD 100 (n=5).

**Statistical analysis**

All statistical data was analyzed using SPSS19.0 software (IBM Company, USA). Allograft survival analysis was performed using Kaplan-Meier analysis, and difference between groups was compared by log-rank test. Flow cytometry and ELISA results were expressed as means±SD and analyzed using one-way ANOVA. Differences with P<0.05 were considered significant.

**Results**

**Anti-OX40L mAb inhibited expansion of Tms after skin presensitization and heart transplantation**

In this study, we found that the frequency of CD4+CD44+ and CD8+CD44+ Tms in spleens significantly increased after skin-presensitization, and maintained at a high level for an extended period. When heart transplantation was performed, the frequency of CD4+CD44+ and CD8+CD44+ Tms increased to a much higher level (Figure 1A, B). Importantly, anti-OX40L mAb treatment, when compared with the corresponding untreated skin-presensitized control mice, significantly decreased in frequencies of splenic...
CD4\(^+\)CD44\(^+\) and CD8\(^+\)CD44\(^+\) T cells in all presensitized mice, regardless of whether they received cardiac transplantation (Figure 1C,D).

**Combination of anti-OX40L mAb and ECDI-SPs treatment induced long term graft survival in presensitized recipients**

ECDI-SPs are able to induce long-term cardiac graft survival (>100 days) in non-presensitized mouse recipients, as confirmed in previous results (25). However, this same treatment could only transiently prolong cardiac graft survival in skin-presensitized recipients, as all of the grafts were rejected by POD30 (Figure 2A). Since anti-OX40L mAb monotherapy is able to inhibit Tms \textit{in vivo} and has been confirmed to prolong heart graft survival in presensitized recipients (21,31), we assumed that the combination of ECDI-SPs and anti-OX40L mAb could induce long-term survival or even tolerance in presensitized recipients. As anticipated, the combined therapy was effective in achieving long-term/indefinite cardiac allograft survival in presensitized recipients, with 66.7\% of the recipients surviving >100 days (Figure 2A). In contrast, isotype control IgG alone or in combination with ECDI-SPs exhibited no significant differences compared to the untreated or ECDI-SPs-treated presensitized recipients.

Cardiac allografts were examined histologically by hematoxylin and eosin (HE) staining at different time points after heart transplantation. Accelerated rejection was witnessed in control cardiac allografts, with massive mononuclear cell and erythrocyte infiltration in the grafts. ECDI-SPs-treated mice were rejected by POD30, with typical characteristics of rejection. Anti-OX40L mAb was effective in prolonging heart graft survival, with decreased cellular infiltration by POD30. In contrast, in the anti-OX40L mAb + ECDI-SPs treatment group, the graft tissues exhibited normal histology with minimal mononuclear cell infiltration up to POD100 (Figure 2B).
ECDI-SPs cooperated with anti-OX40L mAb in inhibiting expansion of Tms in presensitized recipients

Analysis of memory T cell populations of the spleen demonstrated that treatment with ECDI-SPs alone could not prevent expansion of CD4^+CD44^+ and CD8^+CD44^+ Tms in presensitized mice. In contrast, anti-OX40L mAb alone significantly decreased these Tm populations on both POD4 and POD30, compared with untreated controls and ECDI-SPs-treated recipients. Importantly, recipients receiving the combination of ECDI-SPs and anti-OX40L mAb treatment displayed appreciably low numbers of splenic Tms on POD 4 and persisted until POD100, indicating that ECDI-SPs cooperated with anti-OX40L mAb in preventing Tms expansion (Figure 3A,B). However, presensitized recipients treated with isotype control IgG combined with ECDI-SPs exhibited no significant differences in either CD4^+CD44^+ or CD8^+CD44^+ Tms populations as compared to the ECDI-SPs-treated recipients (data not shown).

Figure 2 Effect of different treatments on presensitized heart transplant recipients. (A) Heart allograft survival times in skin-presensitized mice were analyzed by Kaplan-Meier analysis, and the difference between the groups was compared by the log-rank test; (B) the histologies of heart allografts of the different recipient treatment groups were compared by H&E staining of paraffin sections. Magnification: ×400. Bar: 50 μm.
Circulating anti-donor antibodies remained at low levels in combined-therapy-treated recipients

Circulating anti-donor IgG antibodies were undetectable 6 weeks after skin presensitization, but quickly rose to a remarkably high level after heart transplantation from the same strain of donor by POD3. Interestingly, both anti-OX40L mAb monotherapy and ECDI-SPs monotherapy could partially downregulate circulating anti-donor IgG response in all presensitized recipients. However, only the combined therapy could reduce and maintain the anti-donor IgG at very low levels up to POD100. By contrast, serum anti-donor IgM antibodies were maintained at low levels and did not significantly change despite different treatments being given (Figure 3C), which was consistent with previous studies (21).

Addition of anti-OX40L mAb to ECDI-SPs treatment influenced function of T cells in MLR in presensitized recipients

To determine whether a state of tolerance had been induced by combined treatment, an in vitro MLR was assessed by using recipient (C57B/6) DCs as stimulators and donor (BALB/c) CD3+ T cells as responders. As shown in Figure 4A, DCs from recipients treated with anti-OX40L mAb alone or ECDI-SPs alone exhibited partially reduced stimulatory capacity as compared to DCs from untreated recipients. Importantly, DCs from combined therapy treated recipients showed markedly attenuated stimulatory capacity as compared to DCs from all other groups of recipients, and these DCs retained their impaired capacity to stimulate donor T cells up to POD100.
ECDI-SPs combined with anti-OX40L mAb downregulate pro-inflammatory cytokines

To investigate the combined effect of ECDI-SPs and anti-OX40L mAb on the pro-inflammatory cytokine expression profiles, serum IFN-γ and IL-6 were measured. Notably, both IFN-γ and IL-6 were partially reduced by either ECDI-SPs or anti-OX40L mAb monotherapy, whereas the combined treatment of these two agents induced significantly lower levels of IFN-γ and IL-6 compared to all of the other groups (Figure 4B).

Anti-OX40L mAb combined with ECDI-SPs increased frequencies of splenic CD4+CD25+Foxp3+ Tregs

We next tried to determine the influence of anti-OX40L mAb in combination with ECDI-SPs on Tregs in presensitized recipients, which was examined by analyzing frequencies of splenic CD4+CD25+Foxp3+ T cells. As shown in Figure 5, presensitized recipients receiving combined therapy displayed significantly higher frequencies of Tregs on POD30 and POD100, as compared to those recipients in all other groups. These results suggest that Tregs play a critical role in inducing graft tolerance under anti-OX40L mAb + ECDI-SPs treatment.

Anti-OX40L mAb combined with ECDI-SPs failed to induce tolerance following CD25+ T-cell depletion

To determine whether CD4+CD25+Foxp3+ Tregs were indispensable in the induction of tolerance in combined-therapy-treated presensitized recipients, we depleted CD25+ T cells by in vivo administration of anti-CD25 mAb (21). As shown in Figure 6A, following CD25+ T-cell depletion, all heart allografts were rejected by POD30,
although presensitized recipients were treated by combined therapy. In contrast, presensitized recipients administered with isotype control IgG + anti-OX40L mAb + ECDI-SPs maintained long-term graft survival. Importantly, following CD25+ T-cell depletion, the splenic CD25+Foxp3+ Tregs frequencies gated on CD4+ T cells significantly decreased to less than 5% at the time of rejection, indicating that most of the Tregs were depleted after anti-CD25 mAb use. As expected, by plus with isotype IgG, the presensitized recipients treated with combined treatment remained at a high level of Tregs (Figure 6B). These results indicate that Tregs played a key role in the induction of tolerance which

![Image](Figure 5) Anti-OX40L combined with ECDI-SPs promote Treg expansion. (A) Representative frequencies of CD25+Foxp3+ Tregs gated on CD4+ cells; (B) frequencies of splenic Tregs were expressed as mean ± SD and analyzed by one-way ANOVA (*, P<0.05; **, P<0.01 vs. the untreated group; *, P<0.05 vs. ECDI-SPs or the anti-OX40L group).
could be disturbed by anti-CD25 mAb.

**Tms break established allograft tolerance and suppress expansion of Tregs**

To investigate whether Tms were able to impede established graft tolerance, 6 weeks after skin presensitization, splenic CD3+ T cells containing massive CD4+/CD8+CD44+ Tms from presensitized mice were acquired. Then, these T cells were adoptively transferred into tolerogenic recipients treated with combined therapy on POD30 and POD100. We found that all cardiac allografts were acutely rejected within 10–20 days following CD3+ T cell infusion, indicating that established allograft tolerance was inhibited or blocked. Importantly, this tolerance was donor-specific, as T cells from C3H (third-party) skin-presensitized mice were unable to disturb established tolerance (Figure 6C). Consistent with the results of the survival curve, transfer of presensitized mice T cell into the combined treated recipients resulted in a marked decrease in Tregs frequency, either on POD30 or on POD100, compared to those recipients being transferred with T cells from C3H (third party) skin-presensitized mice (Figure 6D).

**Discussion**

Tms have been identified as an obstacle in establishing tolerance induction in donor-antigen presensitized recipients. When activated by alloantigen, Tms can quickly and robustly expand and/or induce effector T cells, which impedes the induction of transplant immune tolerance, especially for secondary transplantation (32,33). As was shown in our study, the percentage of CD4+ and CD8+ Tms were significantly increased after being stimulated by alloantigen, especially by the second stimulation. Previous literature indicates that the blockade of Tms is effective in prolonging cardiac allograft survival in presensitized recipients (34). Furthermore, recent studies have revealed that the OX40-OX40L pathway has a diametric role in the interaction of Tms and Tregs in organ transplantation (6,7,35). Tms are reliant on inducible OX40 to control their function and expansion (12,36,37), and blocking OX40-OX40L pathway decreases the generation of Tms and increases the expansion of Tregs (18,38-40). Therefore, in our study, it is reasonable that the anti-OX40L mAb treatment resulted in a remarkable decrease of both CD4+ Tms and CD8+ Tms, regardless of whether the mice received heart transplantation, which is consistent with previous studies (18).

ECDI-SPs have been shown to induce donor-specific immune tolerance in mouse islet cells and cardiac transplant models (24,25,30), while prolonging mouse vascularized skin allograft survival (26). However, we found that ECDI-SPs treatment failed to prolong graft survival in presensitized mice. As anticipated, the addition of anti-OX40L mAb to the ECDI-SPs protocol induced long-term graft survival and could even promote tolerance in skin-presensitized recipients, 66.7% of which survived more than 100 days. Heart allograft tissues from combined-therapy-treated mice had the lowest level of inflammatory cell infiltration and maintained normal myocardial structure. These results indicate that anti-OX40L mAb could give assistance to ECDI-SPs in prolonging heart allograft survival in presensitized recipients.

We attempted to explore the potential mechanism of prolonged heart allograft survival induced by the combination of ECDI-SPs and anti-OX40L mAb. The results of flow cytometry showed that the addition of anti-OX40L mAb to ECDI-SPs could markedly reduce the levels of both CD4+ Tms and CD8+ Tms, which was beneficial for secondary allografts (41). It is clear that Tregs play a crucial role in protecting transplant allografts (42,43). It has been reported that OX40/OX40L costimulation plays an important role in inhibiting TGF-β-mediated naïve T cell conversion into Tregs, and that OX40 can abolish the suppressive function of Tregs (7,20,44). In our study, the combination of anti-OX40L mAb and ECDI-SPs successfully induced and maintained high frequencies of Tregs in spleens. Specific depletion of CD25+ T cells in combined-therapy-treated presensitized recipients resulted in reduced levels of Tregs and broke tolerance. Accordingly, adoptive transfer of “memory-enriched” T cells can abolish established allograft tolerance and inhibit expansion of Tregs. All of these results suggest that the blockade of OX40/OX40L signaling pathway is favorable to creating a microenvironment for the induction of Tregs, through the inhibition of Tms (21).

The MLR results demonstrated that cell proliferation in the ECDI-SPs + anti-OX40L mAb group had the lowest cell proliferative response of all the groups. IFNγ plays an important role in maximizing the function of effector T cells, while concomitantly preventing the induction of Tregs (45,46). IL-6 induces naïve T cell differentiation into effector T cells (such as Th17), prevents the conversion of naïve CD4+Foxp3- T cells into CD4+Foxp3+...
Tregs, and inhibits the suppressive function of natural Tregs (47). In this study, we found that both of the IFNγ and IL-6 levels in sera were significantly reduced when mice received treatment of ECDI-SPs in combination with anti-OX40L mAb. Overall, the results of cell proliferation and proinflammatory cytokine secretion show that the combination of ECDI-SPs and anti-OX40L mAb inhibited the function of T cells and created a cytokine milieu that favored Tregs induction (45,48,49).

In summary, our study demonstrates that anti-OX40L mAb in combination with ECDI-SPs induces donor-specific immune tolerance in skin-presensitized heart transplant recipients.
recipients. The mechanism of allograft protection includes the inhibition of memory T cell responses and the expansion of Tregs. Since presensitization is a major obstacle in clinic, inhibiting Tms by blockading OX40/OX40L pathway combined with ECDI-SPs might have potential for clinical transplant therapy.
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